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In the early 2000s, loads of money were 
spent on ambitious e-learning projects … 

Lots of hype … lots of high hopes … 

Politicians hoping to save money … 

University teachers afraid of loosing their 
jobs … 

MIT offering to do all the teaching for 
everybody else … (MOOC, 1st attempt) 
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Similar story in Switzerland … 

Swiss Virtual Campus 
2000 – 2008 
110 projects (typically 3+2 years) 
multi million CHF 
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So, what happened? 

Problems with people: 
•  Funding ran out, people ran away. 
•  Lost interest (no money to be saved nor made). 
•  No real user community (no critical mass). 
Problems with technology: 
•  Bespoke software developments maintenance nightmare. 
•  No standards used  portability problems. 
•  Proprietary platform or SW framework  maintenance 

discontinued, features no longer supported etc. 
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GITTA is one of the survivors, since 2001 

•  Why? 
•  To some extent: 

•  luck 
•  project team who were/are friends 

•  We would also claim 
•  good design decisions 
•  faresighted planning 
•  open source / OER strategy 
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Content 

1.  Overview of GITTA 
2.  Sustainability strategy 
3.  eLML  —  e-Lesson Markup Language 
4.  Course integration 
5.  Future 

•  for GITTA 
•  for e-learning in GIScience education 
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Overview of GITTA 
•  GITTA = Geographic Information Technology Training Alliance 
•  Project of Swiss Virtual Campus (SVC) Program 
•  funding 2001-2004 + extension 2005-2008 
•  Consortium of 10 departments at 7 HE institutions: 

•  Universities: UZH (Lead), UniFR 
•  ETH: ETHZ, EPFL 
•  UAS: FHNW, HSR, SUPSI 

•  ~ 75% GIST seat capacity in CH 
•  multilingual: d/f/e 
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Requirements 

•  Interdisciplinary partners: natural, technical, and social sciences 
•  Teach theoretical and technical foundations of GIST 
•  Teach practical applications of GIST technology 
•  Capitalize on interdisciplinarity: inspire networked thinking 
•  Large network (10 departments at 7 universities) 
•  Multilingual (3 languages), multicultural (style of teaching, type 

of universities) 
•  Campus setting 
•  Relatively short half-life period of knowledge 
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Principles 

•  Support the different approaches of the different 
partner universities involved 

•  Support multiple languages 

•  Modular structure 
•  Design for use primarily in blended learning scenarios 
•  Ensure sustainability 
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2. Sustainability Strategy 
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Sustainability Strategy — the ‘Plan’ 

“Four pillars of sustainability”: 
a.  Content, didactical approach 
b.  Technical framework 
c.  Open educational resources 

(OER) 
d.  Organization  

(GITTA Association) 

Weibel et al. (2009): Achieving Sustainability in e-Learning for GIScience – Experiences from the GITTA 
Project. Geomatica, 63(2): 109-118. 11 



Pillar 1: Content, Didactics  

•  6 broad thematic modules 
•  On 2 levels (basic, intermediate) 
•  Two types of content: 

•  Lessons: theory 
•  Case studies: practical  

skills in problem solution 
•  57 lessons in total and 

6 case studies 
•  one lesson ≈ 2h study time 
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Content 

•  August 2008: content of CartouCHe project integrated 
into GITTA 

•  www.e-cartouche.ch 
•  Thematic scope extended with 15 lessons in  

•  multimedia cartography 
•  location based service 

•  Problem: Technology-driven topics, (very) short half-life 
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Didactical Approach 
Level (e.g. Basic Level) 

Module (e.g. Systems) 

Lesson (e.g. What is a GIS?) 

Unit (e.g. Introduction)  
 - Entry 
 - Clarify 
 - Look 
 - Act 
 - Self-assessment 
 - Summary 

Learning Level 

Theme 

Topic („Chapter“) 

„Section“ (ECLASS) 

Translation of 
didactical model into 
XML-structure 
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Didactial Approach 
Modi#ed after Gerson (2000): 
•  Entry: overview of what can be learned 
•  Clarify: bridge between general concept and speci#c details of 

lesson 
•  Look: opportunity to review examples or samples of what is 

being taught in lesson (illustrations, animations, videos etc.)  
•  Act: practicing what is being taught: ideally by using interactive 

graphics (Flash, SVG, …) 
•  Self-assessment: students evaluate themselves what they 

learned (e.g. multiple choice tests with self-control) 
•  Summary: recapitulates what has being taught  

Gerson, S. M. (2000): ECLASS – Creating a Guide to Online Course Development for Distance Learning 
Faculty. Online Journal of Distance Learning Administration, Vol. 3, No. 4. 15 



Outcome: e-Learning Pool in GIST 

Available at:  
www.gitta.info  
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Pillar 2: Technical Framework 
Structure of an 
eLML lesson 
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Pillar 3: Open Educational Resources (OER) 

•  In the early 2000s, the general mood was still very much 
on cost recovery — and thus on closed content 

•  GITTA pursued an open content strategy 
•  Simple, light-weight subscription mechanism: Subscribe 

with email address to get full access 
•  GITTA content is released under the Creative Commons 

License 
•  attribution (by) 
•  non-commercial (nc) 
•  share alike (sa) 
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OER Strategy: Consequences 

•  Adminstrative overhead in content distribution reduced 
(no contracts necessary) 

•  (But: assure copyrights and usage rights before putting 
content online) 

•  Allows to extend the user base (and thus the critical mass): 
•  usage of GITTA content by external users (passive) 
•  possibility to integrate additional content from external 

authors (active) 
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OER Strategy: Experiences 

Wide resonance among passive users: 
•  ~ 1,000 visits per month before OER (2005); steadily over 

10,000 per month after OER — not counting LMS 
•  User survey 2010: 167 started, 79 completed; rich results; used 

on #ve continents; use in education, private, admin; 
integration into regular courses, source of material 

Active links are more difficult to establish: 
•  out of 79, 43 volunteered to help with translations, authoring, 

sharing, developing animations etc. 
•  But: Haven’t used this resource yet so much  lack of capacity 

within GITTA core group 
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Pillar 4: Organization 

•  2006 foundation of “GITTA Association” 
•  Oversees the evolution of the project 
•  Not meant to generate income  low membership fees 
•  Organization independent of persons and institutions  

 particularly important after funding has #nished 
•  Mechanism to integrate additional authors 
•  Experiences: 

•  More $exibility 
•  Better continuity 
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3. e-Lesson Markup Language 
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What is eLML? 

•  The eLesson Markup Language is an Open Source XML framework to 
create e-learning lessons.  
•  emerged out of GITTA 
•  XML structure in development since start of GITTA (2001) 
•  since 2004 published as an independent OS project 
•  published under the GPL licence 
•  since 2006 hosted and maintained by UZH Computing Services 
•  project website: www.elml.org  
•  used in various international EL project (see website) 
•  awards: 2008 ISPRS CATcon Gold; Swiss Open Source Award in 

Education 2009; Silver IMS Learning Impact Conf. 2010 
•  mentor organization „Google Summer of Code“ 2008 
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Why develop eLML within GITTA? 
10 partners  from 3 different language regions  multilingual 

different teaching and learning cultures  $exibility of edu formats 
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L1 
L2 

L3 

L4 

L5 

L6 
L7 

Kurs bei 
Partner A 
Kurs bei 
Partner A Kurs bei 

Partner B 
Kurs bei 

Partner B 
Kurs bei Course 

A Kurs bei Course 
B 

Pool of lessons 

different disciplines, different 
curricula  pool of lessons 

long-lived (hopefully)  sustainability 
of technical framework 



Why eLML (and XML)? 

Partners used different 
learning management 
systems in speci#c layouts: 
   Possibility to display the 

same content in different 
layouts 

   Compliant to standards 
like SCORM or IMS 
Content Package 



eLML Structure: ECLASS 
Entry 
Clarify 
Look 
Act 
Self-Assessment 
Summary 
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eLML Content Elements 

Content elements are child 
elements of structure elements. They 
can be grouped by how they are 
displayed. 
Typical attributes: Alignment, Icon, 
Title, Role, Label, Size, Glossary/
Bibliography reference 
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Advantages of using eLML 

•  Content and design are developed independently from each other 
•  Flexibility 

•  Can be transformed into several #le types (XHTML, PDF, IMS, 
SCORM) using XSLT 

•  Consistency  
•  Didactic guidelines exist for authors to use (coarse grained 

structure of the unit/lesson). 
•  Several authors can work concurrently on the same lesson. 
•  Content Versioning System (CVS) helps providing the latest versions 

(per language) to instructors and thus avoids redundant information 
 eLML is an essential element towards ensuring sustainability 
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How is an eLML lesson created? 

eLML course 
(result) 
-  XHTML 
-  PDF 
-  SCORM 
-  IMS CP 
-  LaTeX 
-  ODF 
-  ePub 

Step 3: 

eLML lesson 
(edit) 

Step 1: 

XML 

eLML editor 

eLML template 
(transform) 

Step 2: 

XSLT 

Template Builder 
& Easy eLML 
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Help offered 
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GITTA Inhalte 
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Templates in eLML (Template Builder) 

XSLT 
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Homepages for gitta.info and elml.org 
also developed as ‘eLML lessons’. 



Output Formats 

eLML offers following formats:  
  Web & LMS: (X)HTML, 

SCORM, IMS Content 
Package 

  Print: PDF, LaTeX 
  Office: ODF, DocBook 
  eBooks: ePub 

eLML Content Packages have 
been tested with OLAT, 
Moodle, Blackboard und Ilias. 
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Should I use eLML?  

Use eLML if you... 
•  start a big project with many authors 
•  need sustainable e-learning content 
•  want to display your content in different layouts 
•  have to import your content in one or many LMS 
•  would like to generate different output formats (HTML, PDF...) 

Don‘t use eLML if you... 
•  just need to create some HTML pages (small project) 
•  hate everything «technical» :-) 

To
ols 
an
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4. Course Integration 
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Setting up courses 
•  GITTA offers a pool of over 60 lessons and case studies 
•  Modular structure, multilingual 
•  One of the largest freely available e-learning pools in GIST 
•  Different education programs have different needs  
•  Therefore: Individual courses are built using the lessons 

from the pool as building blocks 

L1 
L2 

L3 

L4 

L5 

L6 
L7 

Kurs bei 
Partner A 
Kurs bei 
Partner A Kurs bei 

Partner B 
Kurs bei 

Partner B 
Kurs bei Course 

A Kurs bei Course 
B 

Pool of lessons 
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Course Integration: Different Scenarios 

Scenario 1: 
•  Pure e-learning course  useful in a distance learning 

setting 

Scenario 2: 
•  Independent study to catch up in preparation for a face-to-

face course 
•  Example:  MSc course “Spatial Databases”, Geography UZH 

•  two lessons from GITTA Spatial Databases module 
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Course Integration: Different Scenarios 
Scenario 3: E-learning as supplement, revision by wiki-based 

summaries (“Intro to GIST”, EnvSci ETH Zurich) 

arrows = deadlines for submission of wiki entries 
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Course Integration: Different Scenarios 
Scenario 4:  Replacement of conventional lectures, revision by face-

to-face tutorials (“Intro to Spatial Analysis”, Geography UZH) 

Case Study 
“Habitat Analysis” 

tutorials: class split into 6 small groups of ~15 
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Experiences 

•  Modular style of GITTA allows very different forms of course 
integration: 
•  lessons can be mixed and matched to build a tailor-made 

course 
•  Limitations: 

•  GITTA lessons primarily designed for blended learning 
•  would be nice to have building blocks at #ner granularity 

•  Details in Weibel et al. (2012) 

Weibel, R., Lüscher, P., Niederhuber, M., Grossmann, T. & Bleisch, S. (2012): Delivering GIScience education 
via blended learning: The GITTA  experience. In: Unwin, D.J., Foote, K.E., Tate, N.J. & DiBiase, D. (eds.): 
Teaching Geographic Information Science and Technology in Higher Education. Wiley-Blackwell, 405-420 . 42 



5. The Future 
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Summary 

•  Academic EL projects face special challenges w.r.t. sustainability: 
•  Survival of the project once funding runs out 
•  Curriculum integration and effects of EL in a campus setting 

•  Objective of this talk: show approach and experiences of GITTA 
•  Sustainability strategy with 4 pillars: 

•  Content: coherent didactical approach (ECLASS); modular 
structure, multilingual, internationalization possible 

•  Solid, $exible technology: eLML/XML embeds ECLASS, OS, CVS 
•  OER: one of the largest freely available EL pools in GIST 
•  Organization: GITTA Association  independent from persons 

and institutions, more continuity 
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Future for GITTA 

•  Still focused on core group; need to better use potential 
•  Main ‘market’: emerging and developing countries 

•  translations to more languages 
•  Links to other open EL networks in GIST: e.g. FOSS4G 

Academy 
•  Need to better learn to share material 
•  Unbundle GITTA content into smaller building blocks 

•  not only lessons, but also units, learning objects, Flash 
animations, pictures etc. 
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Future of GIScience Education 

•  Concepts, models and tools that we are developing in 
GIScience are getting increasingly complex. 

•  Increasingly, we are reaching out to non-geo 
communities, incl. “those who never solved an equation”. 

•  Even complete documentation will not help — we need 
to teach them the fundamental underlying concepts. 

•  And we need to that in simple, accessible terms. 
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Future of GIScience Education 
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Collaboration with 
dialectologists 
from the German 
Dept. of UZH 

Concepts used: 
•  Voronoi diagram 
•  KDE 
•  spatial autocorr. 
•  MAUP 

Sibler, Pius et al. (2011, 2012) 



Top Ten GISc Concepts — Simply Explained 

•  Scale, hierarchies 
•  Uncertainty 
•  Spatial autocorrelation 
•  MAUP: Modi#able Areal Unit Problem 
•  Concepts of distance metrics 
•  etc. 

•  Add your own. 
•  Can we agree on a list? — That would be a challenge that 

the OSGeo community could (should) take on. 
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Thank you! www.gitta.info 
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